Number 91, May 2021
Apologies for another delayed newsletter, although this is nothing compared with the delayed UK spring.
According to the calendar it is late May, almost June, but in terms of weather it still feels like early March!

Date for your diary
The third Schematic Mapping Workshop will be held on
21st/22nd April, 2022, at Universität Würzburg, Germany.
The workshop website includes the full scope and submission
timetable. Reports on all aspects of schematic map research
are most welcome. The portal for submissions opens in April
2021 and we are happy to take questions about these at
submissions@schematicmapping.org.

A few months ago, I was approached by Aberfield, working on behalf of first direct, to create tube mapstyle representations of people’s personal finance milestones. The intention was to show ages at which
these had taken place alongside historical events. This involved data collection and analysis as well as
mapping and so this was an
ideal project for Info Design
Central in collaboration
with Sietske de Groot.
There are many ways in
which the variables could
have been shown and we
explored possibilities using
artificial data. The final
choice was four individual
maps – one per generation
– each comprising four
interconnected lines: life
events; personal finance;
loans; and investments, with
a historical financial events
line to provide a backdrop.
For many visualisations that
use the tube map-metaphor
the lack of topographical
underpinning can make the
design process dauntingly
unconstrained. However,
in this case a left-to-right
timeline gave an excellent
structural foundation for each map, leaving any freedom only for the vertical dimension. There is another
useful constraint because certain stations, which have strong connections between multiple lines, had
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Map of the Month: Mapping a Lifetime of Personal Finance

The actual data are from
thousands of responders to
a survey who were asked to
give their ages for when
various events had taken
place (or when they were
predicted if they had not
happened already). The line
layering is similar for each
map but the differences
between them reflect the
unique properties of each
generation. Even for simple
maps there were issues to
resolve. For each generation
we settled on 48% of people
reporting an event/product
for it to qualify for station
status (in other words, a
substantial minority). This
gave a good compromise
between too few and too
many stations but also
happened to give us no
awkward logical anomalies. We needed a variable timeline scale to accommodate busy and quiet periods
in people’s lives. Where stations on the same line shared the same ages, we split them into branches if
they were not obviously directly related (unless they were ‘under construction’). The financial events line
might have been expected to have close connections with at least some personal events but in practice
these were not always immediately connected. For example, although ISA savings accounts were
launched in 1999, the mean year of acquisition of these for Generation X was 2004 (30 years old). The
result is that the financial events line is disconnected from the others but this enables it to have a similar
presence for all four maps, underlining people’s personal events. In terms of the financial events
themselves, some decades have been more tumultuous than others and our choices represent a UKcentric sampling rather than a comprehensive listing. This provides a backdrop of headlines that will be
universally recognisable and relevant to people’s lives year by year.
Two final observations. First, we never lost sight of the prime purpose of the exercise, which was to create
engaging designs which would get potential bank customers thinking about their own lives and how they
relate to the generations as a whole. The maps are a marketing tool but basing them on sound data and
aiming for coherence lends them an authoritativeness that strengthens their messages. Second – and a
recurring theme in all my explorations of the tube-map-metaphor beyond transit networks – the act of
creating these generates many insights. With sound data foundation and coherent execution, underlying
patterns reveal themselves whether the topic is Brexit , playing the recorder, or Dutch politics. In the case
of personal finance, the generational differences are intriguing, each one having its own distinct story.
The process of thinking about how a dataset might be visualised as a transit map seems be an excellent
way to get to grips with a topic, perhaps something for management schools to consider. Next month, we
return to mapping transit networks, and I finally keep my promise to revisit Washington, DC. To find out
what is in store, subscribe to my newsletter at www.tubemapcentral.com.
Max Roberts, mjr@tubemapcentral.com
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been designated in advance
as interchanges.

